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Narcissism is an illness, a more or less incurable disease that, in some cases can be managed,
if the individual—the narcissist—participates in his or her own recovery. Instead of waiting for
this to happen, or trying to make it happen, we can take the attention we’ve showered on the
narcissist and apply it to ourselves. Surviving the Narcissist: 30 Days of Recovery—Whether
You’re Loving, Leaving, or Living With One can help bring clarity to the process of letting go of a
present-day relationship or one that has haunted you from the past. This book addresses the
difficult and often surprising feelings that arise from letting go of the narcissist including
sadness, anxiety, confusion, disbelief, anger, and numbness. Use the meditations, suggestions,
and information in this book as a road map on your journey of overcoming the effects of
narcissism. Revisit it in your recovery as you watch the changes take hold—inside you.

A concise history of the New York subway, a visual archive of century's worth of underground
signs (some of which are still in use), and an impressive study of the conflict between the purity
of design and the messiness of the real world.—The Wilson Quarterly—[D]esign projects are
rarely tidy; they're much likelier to be muddled, chaotic, and to be determined by flukes, gaffes
and compromises as much as forethought. It's always refreshing to come across an
unexpurgated account of the messy reality, and the American design historian Paul Shaw has
produced a particularly thoughtful and engaging example in his new book, Helvetica and the
New York City Subway System.—Alice Rawsthorn, The New York Times—Mr. Shaw makes clear
in one of the best-researched books on modern design to date, this most New York of places is
today a realm dominated by a Swiss typeface specified by a pair of Italian designers. There isn't
better testimony to the city as a melting pot or to the strange turns that any major design project
inevitably takes.—The Wall Street Journal—ReviewPaul Shaw's study of the signage in the New
York subway system is one of the best pieces of design history I've ever read. Impeccably
researched and gracefully written, it uses a seemingly prosaic subject as a starting point for a
fascinating exploration of the way that graphic design developed as a discipline in the 20th
century.―Michael Bierut, partner, PentagramAbout the AuthorPaul Shaw, an award-winning
graphic designer, typographer, and calligrapher in New York City, teaches at Parsons School of
Design and the School of Visual Arts. The designer or codesigner of eighteen typefaces, he is
the coauthor of Blackletter: Type and National Identity and the author of Helvetica and the New
York City Subway System (MIT Press). He writes about letter design in the blog Blue
Pencil.Read more
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Leesa, “Must Read!. I didn't read every single day, but I did keep at this book until I finished it
(just now).Before I began, I thought it would be impossible to even want to be happy after the
nightmarish relationship I have been a part of. Today, I know it's not only possible, but it's
happening. I want to be happy. I'm actively becoming happy.This was an excellent "toolkit" for
me.Thank you, Meredith.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Review. Great info. Helpful and understanding to my healing process. My
therapist recommended this book and it makes me realize I'm not crazy.”

Kleinmanfamily, “You can probably relate to her more than you think!. Very insightful and could
relate to many of her experiences. Really gave me an overview on her life experience of
handling a person like this. I recommended this book to a dear friend who was having trouble
dealing with a husband who has been very narcissistic and she was very happy to have read it!”

Kat McKenna, “Get this if you are struggling with a narcissist.. This has been incredibly helpful. I
am so glad I found it. I have gone back several times, but I know this time is my last. I am on day
3.”

Jeffrey Amen, “Helpful. A nice read. After the abrupt end to a turbulent 24 year relationship with
someone who was a trusted employee and best friend, I found this helpful to sort out my feelings
and further my understanding. The book hit resonated with me quite a few times. I wish I found it
earlier.”

Ebook Library Reader, “Brief but Helpful. Good, but ONLY if one is already well-versed with key
characteristics of narcissistic personality disorder. Otherwise, a brief, helpful resource with gems
of wisdom to impart, despite it's pithy nature.”

Melanie Bacca, “& become bored with him. This book confirmed for me the narc is indeed a
narc, & that I am indeed a victim. It also taught me the most effective way to get him to leave me
alone is to lose interest, ignore, & become bored with him.”

jackie taylor, “Escape the vicious cycle get even with the Narcissist!!!!. Excellent !!!! if you have
lived or are living or have escaped this type of person/persons you must read this book!!!
Surviving a relationship with these people is extremely hard ! Read it go forward pick up the
pieces turn things around! They are the weak sad ones! Not you!”

Michael Molnar, “Awesome read for those dark moments when it seems like .... Awesome read
for those dark moments when it seems like there is no light at the end of the tunnel”



The book by Meredith Resnick has a rating of  5 out of 4.4. 65 people have provided feedback.
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